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efforts in the period technology, efficiency, and transportation. Grassroots Progressive reformers and the federal
government approached these .

Progressives agreed that regulating business was important, but they disagreed about whether that would be
best served by breaking up monopolies or by allowing them to exist with increased regulation. By , Hull
House had grown to 13 buildings. Some Progressives strongly supported scientific methods as applied to
economics, government, industry, finance, medicine, schooling, theology, education, and even the family.
Hull House also held concerts that were free to everyone, offered free lectures on current issues, and operated
clubs for both children and adults. The Eighteenth Amendment, passed in late , banned the manufacturing,
sale, and transport of alcohol, while the Nineteenth Amendment, passed in , gave women the right to vote.
These laws provided financial reimbursements and set limits on the maximum working hours for women. All
of these social programs were far from universal and varied considerably from one state to another. These two
issues in the movement brought about constitutional change. Economic Theory Many Progressives hoped that
by regulating large corporations, they could liberate human energies from the restrictions imposed by
industrial capitalism. I know from my experience it is up to the working people to save themselves. She is
increasingly being recognized as a member of the American Pragmatist school of philosophy. City
Management Although they argued for more federal intervention in local affairs especially in urban centers ,
most Progressives typically concentrated on reforming municipal and state governments to create better ways
to provide services as cities grew rapidly. The main objective of the Progressive movement was eliminating
corruption in government. Muckraking publishers, such as Samuel S. Education was democratized during this
era: Progressive educators, such as John Dewey, wanted every child to have an education and sought to create
effective standardized tests to measure how children were learning. After that, special federal emergency relief
such as the Civilian Conservation Corps and other public-works programs were started. Journalists, such as
Jacob Riis and Ida B. The ruling on Plessy thus allowed segregation, which became standard throughout the
southern United States, and represented the institutionalization of the Jim Crow period. The Social Gospel
movement is a Protestant Christian intellectual movement that was most prominent in the early twentieth
century United States and Canada. The fire caused the deaths of garment workers, who died from the fire,
smoke inhalation, or falling or jumping to their deaths.


